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on the software side, we are working on some awesome stuff as well, and were excited to launch a new website today called allpopcapgamescrackrar.com! the site is focused on providing a home for game enthusiasts to find the best cracking tools and software for all of
their favorite games. whether you want to crack a new game, the classic nba jam, or play a new dayz mod, youre sure to find it here. check it out! lastly, we want to make sure to give a special thanks to the teams at the allpopcapgamescrackrar.com site for their help in

building the site. a big thanks to tim hall for his help in building the site, as well as mike green and paul green for helping out as well. if you would like to learn more about the site, please take a look at the help page on our site, or reach out to us on the contact page. alex is
a 20-year veteran in software development. after two decades of programming, he decided to make games for a living, and has worked on aaa titles such as rainbow six: siege, call of duty: black ops, and valve. half-life 2. i like to say that he also worked on the expansion
pack, half-life 2: episode 1, before the game was released. in his spare time, alex enjoys swimming, surfing, baseball, and spending time with his wife and three kids. jon cheung is currently the managing editor of pc gamer and a former deputy editor of pc gamer uk. in

addition to his work at pc gamer, he has written for eurogamer, gamesradar, and gametrailers. he also co-hosts the pc gamer info-tainment show. chris bratt is currently the deputy editor of pc gamer and a former deputy editor of pc gamer uk. in addition to his work at pc
gamer, he has written for the verge, the guardian, gamespot, and the telegraph.
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i go to the singularity 6 website. its the second-most popular video game on steam, behind dota 2. theres a steam page for the game, and it says "we're a small team of game developers working hard to build world-class games that entertain our players." the heart and soul
of popcap studios, ron gilbert, founder of the legendary donkey kong series and inventor of the match-3 genre, is back at the helm of the new game. gilbert is joined by innovative studio headup games, which has brought a strong line of ios games to the pc platform and is
the team behind the popular and award-winning bejeweled blitz. popcap games and headup are joined by new investor masschallenge, a leading early stage investor in the space. through its initiative masschallenge game, masschallenge is making early-stage investments
to support the development of game and mobile studio founders, enabling them to bring their game to market. also joining are arik belsky, co-founder and general partner at playground global; and daniel meacham, co-founder of playground global. the two new investors
bring deep experience in the games space, with backgrounds ranging from the early days of the duck hunt arcade game to the launch of angry birds. popcap also announced today it has raised $75 million in series b funding for its new venture studio, headup games. the

funding was led by horsham-based temenos capital, with participation from masschallenge, playground global, and rga ventures. this funding will be used to develop guns of icarus for pc, xbox one, and playstation 4, as well as a new mobile game based on bejeweled.
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